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ASKO Free Dishwasher terms and conditions are as follows: 
 
For a limited time,  
Spend $5,000 on eligible ASKO cooking appliances and receive a free dishwasher up to the value of $1,299 RRP 
 
Or 
 
Spend $8,000 on eligible ASKO cooking appliances and receive a free dishwasher up to the value of $1,799 RRP 
 
Or 
 
Spend $12,000 on eligible ASKO cooking appliances and receive a free dishwasher up to the value of $2,999 RRP 
 
 
Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia between 
1st July and 31st August 2020 at 6pm AEST (Offer Period). 
 

1. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks. 
 

2. Offer is inclusive of GST and will be deducted off the full retail price. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website 

www.asko.com.au under the associated product. 

 
 

3. Offer strictly limited to one free dishwasher per customer/per address 

4. This offer is not valid in conjunction with any other offer. 
 
5. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption. 

 
6. Offer only available on purchases of new ASKO ovens, cooktops, rangehoods, warming drawers, vacuum 

drawers and cooking accessories designed for domestic/personal use. This offer excludes all other ASKO 
products (refrigeration, washing machines, dryers and laundry accessories.) 

 
 

7. This offer is in conjunction with any ASKO Dishwasher 
 

8. $5,000 spend: select a free dishwasher up to the value of $1,299 RRP includes: 
- DBI243IBW 

 
              $8,000 spend: select a free dishwasher up to the value of $1,799 RRP includes: 

- DFI643 
- DBI653IBW 
- DBI253IB.S 
- DBI253IB.W 
- DBI243IB.S 

 
$12,000 spend or more: select a free dishwasher up to the value of $2,999 RRP includes: 
- DFI666GXXL 
- DFI654BXXL 
- DFI654B 
- DBI865IGXXLS 
- DBI654IBXXLS 
- DBI654IBS 
- DBI653IBS 
- DBI653IBBS 
- DBI253IB.BS 

 
Should the customer wish to purchase a dishwasher where the cost is greater than the dollar value, they can 
pay the additional RRP price.      

 
9. Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once 

payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12 

months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.  
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10. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery 

taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A 

full refund will be issued.  

 
11. All promotions are only available to products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales 

portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate 
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO. 

 

12. Offer only available on the purchase of new ASKO boxed models. Seconds stock and display stock purchased from 
ASKO Chartered Agents are excluded from all promotional offers. 

 
13. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our 

ASKO chartered Agents at full retail price. 
 

14.  All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull out 
shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils depicted 
in any ASKO images. 

 
15.  Any promotional offer will be deducted off the full retail price. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website 

www.asko.com.au under the associated product. 
 
 

16.  Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over. 
 

17.  To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking 
fee of 15% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened 
(statutory returns excluded).  

 
18.  ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without notice. 

Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.  
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Induction Cooktop one free gift promotion terms and conditions are as follows: 
 
For a limited time, purchase select ASKO Induction Cooktop and receive an ASKO AG12A grill plate OR an ASKO 
AT12A Teppanyaki plate valued at $399 each for free. 
 

1. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia from 
1st July 2020 while stocks last (Offer Period). 

 
2. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks. 

 
3. Offer is inclusive of GST. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website www.asko.com.au under the associated product. 

4. This offer is valid in conjunction with the ASKO “Free Dishwasher” offer. 
 

5. This offer is valid in conjunction with the ASKO “Duo Fusion Free Gift Promotion”. 
 

6. Customer must only choose one free gift for this offer. 
 

7. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption. 
 

8. Offer only available on purchases of new ASKO Induction Cooktops (listed below) designed for domestic/personal 
use (not available on any other ASKO dishwashers, washing machines, dryers, cooking or kitchen appliances).  
 

• HI1975G 

• HI1994M 

• HI1995G 
 

9. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and 

issue a refund. 
 

Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once 

payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12 

months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.  

 

10. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery 

taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A 

full refund will be issued.  

11. All promotions are only available to products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales 
portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate 
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO. 

 
12. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our 

ASKO chartered Agents at full retail price.     
 

13.  All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull out 
shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils depicted 
in any ASKO images. 

 
 

14.  Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over. 
 

15.  To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking 
fee of 15% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened 
(statutory returns excluded).  

 
16.  ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without notice. 

Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.  
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Save $4,000 on ASKO Pro Series Refrigeration + receive a free stainless steel door valued at $999 terms and 
conditions are as follows: 
 
For a limited time, purchase an ASKO Pro Series refrigerator and save $4,000 + receive a free stainless steel door 
valued at $999. 
 

1. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia 
between 1st May 2020 while stocks last (Offer Period). 

 
2. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks. 

 
3. Offer is inclusive of GST. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website www.asko.com.au under the associated product. 

 
4. This offer is not valid in conjunction with any other offer.  

 
 

5. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption. 
 

6. Offer only available on purchases of new ASKO Pro Series refrigerators (listed below) designed for 
domestic/personal use (not available on any other ASKO dishwashers, washing machines, dryers, cooking or 
kitchen appliances).  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
6.1 Purchase RF2826 and receive DPRF2826S Pro Series stainless steel fridge door for free. 

 
7. Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once 

payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12 

months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.  

 
 

8. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery 

taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A 

full refund will be issued.  

9. Offer only available on the purchase of new ASKO boxed models. Seconds stock and display stock purchased 
from ASKO Chartered Agents are excluded from all promotional offers. 
 

10. All promotions are only available to products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales 
portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate 
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO. 
 

 
11. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our 

ASKO chartered Agents at full retail price.     
 

12.  All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull 
out shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils 
depicted in any ASKO images. 

 
 

13.  Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over. 
 

14.  To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-
stocking fee of 15% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been 
opened (statutory returns excluded).  

 
15.  ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without 

notice. Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.  

 

Model Description  RRP Promotions Sale price (inc. GST) 

RF2826 Fully Integrated Fridge Freezer $13,999 Save $4,000 $9,999 

RWF2826S Fully Integrated Fridge Freezer $13,999 Save $4,000 $9,999 
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Save $200 on ASKO Washing Machines terms and conditions are as follows: 
 

1. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia between 
1st of May and 31st of July 2020 at 6pm AEST (Offer Period). 

 
2. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks. 

 
3. Offer is inclusive of GST and will be deducted off the full retail price. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website 

www.asko.com.au under the associated product. 

4. This offer is valid in conjunction with the ‘Buy my Partner’ offer & ‘Save Up to $1,000 Laundry Package’. 
 
5. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption. 

 
6. Offer only available on purchases of ASKO Washing Machines: listed below designed for domestic/personal 

use (not available on any other ASKO dishwashers, washing machines, dryers, cooking or  
kitchen appliances).  

 
 

PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION RRP PRICE 
PROMOTIONS  
OR BONUSES 

OFFER PRICE  
(inc. GST) 

W2084C 8kg Front Loading Washing Machine White $1,599 SAVE $200 $1,399 

W4086C 8kg Front Loading Washing Machine White $1,799 SAVE $200 $1,599 

W4086P 8kg Front Loading Washing Machine White $1,999 SAVE $200 $1,799 

W4104C 10kg Front Loading Washing Machine White $2,399 SAVE $200 $2,199 

 
 

7. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and 

issue a refund. 

 

Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once 

payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12 

months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.  

 

8. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery 

taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A 

full refund will be issued.  

9. All promotions are only available to products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales 
portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate 
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO. 

 
10. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our 

ASKO chartered Agents at full retail price. 
 

11.  All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull out 
shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils depicted 
in any ASKO images. 

 

12.  Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over. 
 

13.  To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking 
fee of 15% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened 
(statutory returns excluded).  

 
14.  ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without notice. 

Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.  
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Save up to $1000 on ASKO Laundry Packages terms and conditions are as follows: 
 
For a limited time, purchase any ASKO washing machine and dryer in conjunction with a drying cabinet and save up to 
$1000. 
 
SAVE $200 ON WASHING MACHINES 
+ 
SAVE $200 ON DRYERS 
+  
SAVE $200 ON DRYING CABINETS 
+ 
SAVE AN ADDITIONAL $200 WHEN PURCHASING A WASHING MACHINE IN CONJUNCTION WITH A DRYER  
+  
SAVE AN ADDITIONAL $200 WHEN ADDING A DRYING CABINET TO A WASHER/DRYER PACKAGE ($1000 
SAVING IN TOTAL) 
 
 

1. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia between 
1st of May and 31st of July 2020 at 6pm AEST (Offer Period). 

 
2. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks. 

 
3. Offer is inclusive of GST and will be deducted off the full retail price. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website 

www.asko.com.au under the associated product. 

4. This offer is valid in conjunction with the “Save $200 on ASKO washing machines”, ”Save $200 on ASKO dryers” 
and ‘Buy my Partner’ offers. 

 
5. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption. 

 
6. Offer only available on purchases of ASKO Washing Machines: W2084C, W4086C, W4086P and W4104C and 

ASKO Dryers: T208C, T208H, T408HD and T410HD and ASKO Drying Cabinet: DC7774V designed for 
domestic/personal use (not available on any other ASKO dishwashers, washing machines, dryers, cooking or  
kitchen appliances).  
 
6.a individual washing machine,dryer and drying cabinet prices listed below: 

 

7. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and 

issue a refund. 

 

Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once 

payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12 

months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.  

 

Product  Description  RRP Promotion 
Sale price (inc. 

GST) 

W2084C 
 

8kg Front Loading Washing Machine White 
$1,599 Save $200 $1,399 

W4086C 
 

8kg Front Loading Washing Machine White 
$1,799 Save $200 $1,599 

W4086P 
 

8kg Front Loading Washing Machine White 
$1,999 Save $200 $1,799 

W4104C 
 

10kg Front Loading Washing Machine White 
$2,399 Save $200 $2,199 

T208C 
 

8kg Classic  Condensor Dryer White 
 

$1,599 
Save $200 

 
$1,399 

T208H 
 

8kg Classic  Heat Pump Dryer White 
 

$1,999 
Save $200 

 
$1,799 

T408HD 
 

8kg Logic Heat Pump Dryer White 
 

$2,199 
Save $200 

 
$1,999 

T410HD 
 

10kg Logic  Heat Pump Dryer White 
 

$2,599 
Save $200 

 
$2,399 

DC7774V 
 

Drying Cabinet White 
 

$2,499 
Save $200 

 
$2,299 
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8. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery 

taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A 

full refund will be issued.  

9. All promotions are only available to products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales 
portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate 
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO. 

 
10. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our 

ASKO chartered Agents at full retail price. 
 

11.  All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull out 
shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils depicted 
in any ASKO images. 

 

12.  Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over. 
 

13.  To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking 
fee of 15% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened 
(statutory returns excluded).  

 
14.  ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without notice. 

Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.  
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HI1355G Domino Cooktop 50% Off promotion terms and conditions are as follows: 
 
For a limited time, purchase any ASKO appliance and receive 50% off a Domino Induction Cooktop. 
 

1. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia from 
1st July 2020 while stocks last (Offer Period). 

 
2. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks. 

 

3. Offer is inclusive of GST. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website www.asko.com.au under the associated product. 

4. This offer is valid with the ”Free Dishwasher” offer. 

5. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption. 
 

6. Offer only available on purchases of new ASKO HI1355G (listed below) designed for domestic/personal use (not 
available on any other ASKO dishwashers, washing machines, dryers, cooking or kitchen appliances).  

 
7. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and 

issue a refund. 
 

Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once 

payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12 

months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.  

 

8. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery 

taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A 

full refund will be issued.  

9. All promotions are only available to products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales 
portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate 
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO. 

 
10. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our 

ASKO chartered Agents at full retail price.     
 

11.  All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull out 
shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils depicted 
in any ASKO images. 

 
 

12.  Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over. 
 

13.  To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking 
fee of 15% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened 
(statutory returns excluded).  

 
14.  ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without notice. 

Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.  
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Buy My Partner – Save $200 Laundry package terms and conditions are as follows: 
 
Purchase any ASKO washing machine in conjunction with an ASKO dryer and save $200. 
 

1. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia from 1st 
August 2018 (indefinitely)  

 
2. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks. 

 
3. Offer is inclusive of GST and will be deducted off the full retail price. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website 

www.asko.com.au under the associated product. 

 
4. This offer is valid in conjunction with the ’Save $200 on Washing Machines’, Save $200 on Dryers’ & ’$1,000 Laundry 

Package’ offers. 

 
 

5. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption. 
 

6. Offer only available on purchases of ASKO Washing Machines: W2084C, W4086C, W4086P and W4104C and 
ASKO Dryers: T208C, T208H, T408HD, T410HD and DC7774V designed for domestic/personal use (not 
available on any other ASKO dishwashers, washing machines, dryers, cooking or kitchen appliances).  

 
7. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and 

issue a refund. 

 

Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once 

payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12 

months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.  

 

8. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery 

taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A 

full refund will be issued.  

9. Offer only available on the purchase of new ASKO boxed models. Seconds stock and display stock purchased from 
ASKO Chartered Agents are excluded from all promotional offers. 

 
10. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our 

ASKO chartered Agents at full retail price. 
 

11.  All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull out 
shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils depicted 
in any ASKO images. 

 

12.  Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over. 
 

13.  To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking 
fee of 15% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened 
(statutory returns excluded).  

 
14.  ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without notice. 

Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.  
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Save Up To $400 on ASKO Dishwashers terms and conditions are as follows: 
 

1. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia between 
1st of July and 31st of August 2020 at 6pm AEST (Offer Period). 

 
2. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks. 

 
3. Offer is inclusive of GST and will be deducted off the full retail price. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website 

www.asko.com.au under the associated product. 

4. This offer is not valid in conjunction with any other offer.  

5. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption. 
 

6. Offer only available on purchases of ASKO Dishwashers: listed below designed for domestic/personal use 
(not available on any other ASKO dishwashers, washing machines, dryers, cooking or  
kitchen appliances).  

 
 

PRODUCT CODE RRP PRICE PROMOTIONS OR BONUSES OFFER PRICE (inc. GST) 

DBI653IB.W $1,699 SAVE $300 
$1,399 

DBI653IB.S $1,899 SAVE $300 
$1,599 

DBI653IB.BS $1,999 SAVE $300 
$1,699 

DBI654IBS $2,099 SAVE $300 
$1,799 

DBI654IBXXLS $2,199 SAVE $300 
$1,899 

DBI865IGXXL $2,899 SAVE $400 
$2,499 

 

7. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and 

issue a refund. 

 

Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once 

payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12 

months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.  

 

8. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery 

taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A 

full refund will be issued.  

9. All promotions are only available to products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales 
portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate 
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO. 

 
10. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our 

ASKO chartered Agents at full retail price. 
 

11.  All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull out 
shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils depicted 
in any ASKO images. 

 

12.  Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over. 
 

13.  To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking 
fee of 15% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened 
(statutory returns excluded).  

 
14.  ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without notice. 

Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.  
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Save $200 on ASKO Dryers terms and conditions are as follows: 
 

1. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia between 
1st of May and 31st of July 2020 at 6pm AEST (Offer Period). 

 
2. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks. 

 
3. Offer is inclusive of GST and will be deducted off the full retail price. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website 

www.asko.com.au under the associated product. 

4. This offer is valid in conjunction with the ‘Buy my Partner’ offer & ‘Save Up to $1,000 Laundry Package’. 
 
5. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption. 

 
6. Offer only available on purchases of ASKO Dryers: listed below designed for domestic/personal use (not 

available on any other ASKO dishwashers, washing machines, dryers, cooking or  
kitchen appliances).  
 
 

PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION RRP PRICE 
PROMOTIONS  
OR BONUSES 

OFFER PRICE  
(inc. GST) 

T208C 8kg Condesnser Dryer White $1,599 SAVE $200 $1,399 

T208H 8kg Heat Pump Dryer White $1,999 SAVE $200 $1,799 

T408HD 8kg Heat Pump Dryer White $2,199 SAVE $200 $1,999 

T410HD 10kg Heat Pump Dryer White $2,599 SAVE $200 $2,399 

DC7774 Free Standing Drying Cabinet White $2,499 SAVE $200 $2,299 

 
 

7. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and 

issue a refund. 

 

Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once 

payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12 

months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.  

 

8. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery 

taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A 

full refund will be issued.  

9. All promotions are only available to products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales 
portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate 
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO. 

 
10. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our 

ASKO chartered Agents at full retail price. 
 

11.  All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull out 
shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils depicted 
in any ASKO images. 

 

12.  Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over. 
 

13.  To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking 
fee of 15% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened 
(statutory returns excluded).  

 
14.  ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without notice. 

Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.  
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Duo Fusion cooktop free gift promotion terms and conditions are as follows: 
 
For a limited time, purchase an ASKO Duo Fusion Cooktop and receive an ASKO AG12A grill plate and an ASKO 
AT12A Teppanyaki plate valued at $399 each for free. 
 

1. Offer only available on the purchase of eligible ASKO appliances from ASKO authorised agents in Australia from 
1st September 2019 while stocks last (Offer Period). 

 
2. Offer only available strictly while stocks last, no rainchecks. 

 
3. Offer is inclusive of GST. Full retail price is disclosed on ASKO’s website www.asko.com.au under the associated product. 

4. This offer is valid in conjunction with the ASKO “Free Dishwasher” offer. 
 
5. This offer will be applied at point of purchase, not via redemption. 

 
6. Offer only available on purchases of new ASKO Duo Fusion Cooktops (listed below) designed for domestic/personal 

use (not available on any other ASKO dishwashers, washing machines, dryers, cooking or kitchen appliances).  
 

• HIG1995AD 

• HIG1944MD 

• HIG1944MF 
 

7. Orders under $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, the order will need to be paid in full and delivery taken. If not, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and 

issue a refund. 
 

Orders over $5,000: ASKO can hold orders free of charge for a total of 6 months from the date of purchase. After 6 

months, payment is to be made in full otherwise ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund. Once 

payment is received, the holding period will extend a further 6 months free of charge (full holding period equalling 12 

months). If delivery is not taken after 12 months, ASKO reserves the right to cancel the order and issue a refund.  

 

8. ASKO will contact the customer if a product becomes discontinued. The relevant product is to be paid in full and delivery 

taken within 7 days. If delivery is not taken, ASKO cannot guarantee product availability and will not offer a replacement. A 

full refund will be issued.  

9. All promotions are only available to products purchased through ASKO’s Retail Agents through ASKO’s Vara online sales 
portal. Promotions or any special offers will not be applicable to commercial trade purchases, staff purchases, associate 
purchases, seconds stock boxed or unboxed purchased at ASKO or a business partner of ASKO. 

 
10. Commercial orders to businesses are not eligible to receive promotional offers which are exclusively offered to our 

ASKO chartered Agents at full retail price.     
 

11.  All accessories depicted in marketing material are not a part of the offer. This includes (and is not limited to) pull out 
shelves on laundry appliances, top and side panels on dishwashers, and any kitchen cabinetry or utensils depicted 
in any ASKO images. 

 
 

12.  Only open to Australian residents residing in Australia aged 18 years and over. 
 

13.  To the extent permitted by law, any ASKO appliance returned due to change of mind, will be liable for a re-stocking 
fee of 15% of the purchase price if the appliance is not in original packaging or the packaging has been opened 
(statutory returns excluded).  

 
14.  ASKO reserves the right to change, substitute, withdraw or extend any promotional offer at any time without notice. 

Any decision by ASKO in connection with this offer is final.  

 


